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ABSTRACT: The development of dye-sensitized solar cells requires an in-depth
understanding of the interfacial charge-transfer dynamics that take place between
dye sensitizers and semiconductors. Here, we describe a prototype system to probe
these dynamics by monitoring in real time the fluorescence of two organic
sensitizers, a perylene and a squaraine, bound to a SnO2 semiconductor thin film as
a function of potentiostatic control of the Fermi level. The two different sensitizer
fluorophores characterized by vastly different redox potentials undergo similar
fluorescence modulation with applied bias, an indication that the density of states of
the semiconductor largely influences the charge-transfer dynamics while energetics
play a minimal role. We further show that the rate of photodegradation of the
perylene sensitizer with applied bias provides a suitable marker to study the rate of
charge injection and charge recombination. Taken together, our results demonstrate
a suitable platform to visualize and study charge-transfer dynamics on films and
constitute a step toward achieving single-molecule resolution in our quest to
decipher the static and dynamic heterogeneity of charge-transfer dynamics in dye-sensitized photoanodes.

Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs)1,2 have tremendous
potential as a low-cost, easy to manufacture solution to

the world’s growing energy demands. The dynamics of
interfacial charge transfers play a key role in determining how
charges flow in the cell and ultimately the power conversion
efficiency of DSSCs. Significant advances have been made
toward maximizing the efficiency of DSSCs by studying, via
transient absorption spectroscopy, the influence of applied
biases on rates of electron injection and charge recombination.
By monitoring the absorption of the photooxidized sensitizer
and that of the injected electron over time, it has been shown
that when the Fermi level (EF) of the semiconductor is raised
by applying a negative potential, electronic states are filled,
leading to a high density of electrons.3 The increase in
electronic density in turn hampers device performance by both
inhibiting electron injection into the semiconductor and
accelerating charge recombination with the photooxidized
sensitizer.4−7 The applied bias dependence of charge-transfer
pathways are important considerations for the working
conditions of DSSCs under sunlight irradiation.8

Here, we report the use of fluorescence spectroscopy to
probe interfacial charge-transfer dynamics under applied bias.
Originally introduced in seminal work by Kamat et al. using
MLCT emission rather than fluorescence,9 the method enables

monitoring charge-transfer dynamics from the photoexcited
sensitizer as it competes with radiative emission.10 Fluorescence
provides an internal clock of relevant time scales for interfacial
charge dynamics, that of the excited-state lifetime dictated by
the interplay of radiative decay (ps−ns) and charge transfer.
Furthermore, fluorescence boasts unsurpassed sensitivity,
reaching single-molecule levels.11

In order to study the interfacial charge-transfer dynamics
between dyes and metal oxide semiconductors,12,13 we resorted
to a single-molecule/particle spectroelectrochemistry (SMS-
EC)14 setup based on a total internal reflection fluorescence
microscope (TIRFM); see Figure 1 and the Supporting
Information (SI) for experimental details. The setup enabled
photoexcitation at the dye−semiconductor interface by an
evanescent field that only penetrates a few hundred nanometers
in the solution, spatially excluding fluorescence contributions
from dyes that potentially desorb from the semiconductor
surface under negative applied bias.15 We separately monitored
the fluorescence of two different organic sensitizers, either a
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perylene or a squaraine (SQ2), bound to a SnO2 semi-
conductor thin film (∼35 nm thick, Figure S1 (SI)) under
potentiostatic control of the electron density and EF. These two
sensitizers were chosen because their redox potentials are
significantly different (Figure 1), allowing for the investigation
of the effects of the sensitizer energetics.
We initially compared the fluorescence from the two dyes

when no external bias was applied. Images acquired in the
microscopy setup show smooth fluorescence profiles, indicating
homogeneous surface coverage for both dyes. In the absence of
external bias, an open-circuit potential of ∼0.4 V (versus NHE)
was measured, and we observed fast photobleaching (vide
infra) of the perylene fluorescence; however, SQ2 emission was
stable over time. Under control of the applied bias (Eapp) and
thus of the EF of SnO2, the fluorescence of the perylene dye
decayed very rapidly upon illumination at Eapp ≈ 1 V. Applying
a positive potential decreases the electron density present in the
semiconductor film. Qualitatively, the rate of perylene photo-
bleaching decreased significantly with decreasing Eapp (Figure
2A). SQ2 on the other hand showed limited, bias-independent
photobleaching (Figure 2C). Control experiments of perylene
bound to a SiO2 redox-inactive support showed minimal
photobleaching (Figure S3, SI). The photobleaching of the
perylene in the absence of charge transfer was thus insignificant.
Similar results and conclusions were obtained for SQ2 bound
to SiO2.
These initial results highlight the rapid photodegradation of

the perylene dye following formation of its radical cation

(perylene•+) subsequent to electron injection into the SnO2
(photoinduced oxidation (kox*); see also Figure 1 and Schemes
S1 and S2 (SI)). The perylene dye used in this work has been
shown to inject electrons into TiO2 nanoparticles (NPs).

16 It is
thus also expected to inject electrons into SnO2, characterized
by a conduction band edge (CBE ≈ 0 V versus NHE)9

positively shifted by 0.5 V compared to TiO2 (CBE ≈ −0.5 V
versus NHE).17 The previously reported irreversible electro-
chemical oxidation16 of the perylene supports the rapid
transformation of the newly formed perylene•+ to nonemissive
dark products (Scheme S2, SI). The rate-limiting step of
photobleaching is proposed to be the photooxidation of the
perylene (kox*). Given the excited-state oxidation potentials of
perylene and SQ2 and the fact that SQ2 is used in high-
performance TiO2-based DSSCs,18 photoinduced oxidation
should also readily occur for SQ2 on SnO2 to yield its radical
cation (SQ2•+). The relatively minor and bias-independent
photobleaching observed for SQ2 on SnO2 supports the high
stability of SQ2•+, as observed from repeated electrochemical
cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments of SQ2 in solution.18

We next extracted from the data in Figure 2A the rates of
photobleaching for the perylene dye in order to correlate them
to Eapp and thus obtain the dependence of kox* on Eapp. The rates
were quantified by fitting the fluorescence decay trajectories to
a stretched exponential expression (see the SI). The perylene
photobleaching rates (proportional to kox*)

19 obtained from the
fitted average fluorescence decay rates according to eq S2 (SI)
showed a sigmoidal dependence with Eapp (Figure 2B). A

Figure 1. SMS-EC setup. (A) Photograph of the SMS-EC cell illustrating the electrodes and leads for the electrochemical chamber. (B) Cartoon
showing the coverslip with four independent L-shaped ITO electrodes and the evanescent optical excitation. Shown to the right is a series of frames
from a movie acquired on a perylene-sensitized region of the SnO2 film under an applied bias of 0.83 V versus NHE. The scale bar is 20 μm. (C)
Energy diagram showing the relevant energy levels of the SnO2 and dyes (chemical structures of the dyes are also shown). Occupied electronic states
of the SnO2 are highlighted in red. The ground-state redox potentials (drawn in black, closed form of the perylene) and the excited-state redox
potentials (excited-state oxidation in red and excited-state reduction in blue) are calculated taking into account the E00 energies of the sensitizers
(opened form for the perylene). To the left is an example of the sensitizer dye (S) photooxidation (kox*) and photoreduction (kred* ) pathways.

Figure 2. Influence of applied bias on the photobleaching of the fluorescent sensitizer dyes under study. Shown are the normalized fluorescence
intensity trajectories of the perylene (A) and SQ2 (C) dyes. (B) Photobleaching rates obtained from stretched exponential fits to the data in (A) and
residual fluorescence after 80 s of illumination for the perylene (eqs S1 and S2, SI). The red lines represent fits to the sigmoidal expressions of eqs 1
and 2 below. The best-fit parameters for the energetic distribution of the electronic states (E0) are noted in the plot. See the SI for experimental and
fitting details.
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similar dependence with bias was observed when the fraction of
fluorescence remaining after 80 s of illumination (I80 s) at a
constant Eapp was used as the quantitative metric of
photobleaching. Equations 1 and 2 provided good fits to the
dependence of the rate of photobleaching (and therefore the
rate-limiting kox* under the assumption made in Scheme S2, SI)
and I80 s with Eapp, respectively.
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In order to interpret eqs 1 and 2, it is important to recall that
the interfacial charge-transfer rate between sensitizers and a
semiconductor has been shown to depend on an electronic
coupling term (V2), a Fermi−Dirac term to account for the
electronic occupancy, a density of states (DOS) term for the
semiconductor, and finally an energetic term described by the
Marcus−Gerischer theory, shown in going from left to right in
eqs 3 and 4.20 The DOS of metal oxide semiconductors such as
TiO2 and SnO2 is usually characterized by an exponential tail of
states acting as trap sites (with an energetic distribution of E0)
below the conduction band edge, accounting for the exp(−E/
E0) term.7,20,21 We conducted chronoamperometry and CV
experiments in order to experimentally verify the shape of the
DOS of the SnO2 used in our studies; our data confirmed the
energetic exponential dependence of the semiconductor DOS
(Figure S6, SI).
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Equations 1 and 2 take into account an exponentially
dependent DOS term, where E0 represents the energetic
distribution of the electronic states. Although energetic
contributions (Marcus-type dependence of the electron-transfer
rate on the free-energy change) cannot be conclusively ruled
out, our data consistently show the DOS of the SnO2 as the
dominant factor that controls the changes in rate of interfacial
charge transfers. The DOS E0’s extracted from the photo-
bleaching fits are ∼130−180 mV, and similar values have been
reported for the much more studied TiO2.

20,22 More
importantly, the fitting results are in line with the E0 values

of 90−130 mV obtained from electrochemical measurements of
a thick SnO2 film cast from a 15 wt % SnO2 NP dispersion
(Figure S6, SI). The edge parameter found in eqs 1 and 2 may
be physically linked to the approximate upper energies of states
that are both active in the charge transfers and whose
occupancy is influenced by the changes in Eapp. Edge values
of 0.11−0.15 V are extracted from the fits shown in Figure 2B.
In order to determine the fate of electrons injected into the

semiconductor, we measured the photocurrents produced upon
photoexcitation of the sensitizers bound to SnO2 films. Under a
constant applied bias of 0.43 V, a larger photocurrent was
produced when exciting the perylene over SQ2 despite the
lower photon flux used to excite the former versus the latter
(Figure 3). These results are rationalized considering that a

significant fraction of the electrons photoinjected into SnO2
may not recombine with perylene•+, presumably due to its
rapid degradation. These electrons thus diffuse away from the
interface and are efficiently collected at the ITO back contact,
giving rise to the observed photocurrent. Considering the
charge collected upon irradiation of the perylene and the size of
the area illuminated (∼150 × 150 μm2), we estimate ∼10 dyes/
nm2 of geometrical area, in line with the expected coverage of a
dye monolayer and the rough surface of the SnO2 layer (Figure
S1, SI). In the case of SQ2, we attribute the lower measured
photocurrent to an efficient electron−SQ2•+ recombination
pathway.
Importantly, for perylene-sensitized electrodes, a reduction in

the photocurrent magnitude is observed for Eapp < 0.43 V
(Figure S8, SI). Two possible scenarios both related to the
higher electron density in SnO2 may account for this
observation; (i) the photooxidation rate of the dye (kox*)
becomes smaller with more negative bias9,23 and/or (ii) there is
a faster recombination between electrons and perylene•+,
effectively competing with the degradation of the dye.8

To distinguish between the two scenarios, we studied the
effect of the applied bias on the initial fluorescence intensity
(I0) with our SMS-EC setup (Figure 4). By only taking into
account the initial fluorescence intensity, we minimize the effect
of bias-dependent photobleaching rates (vide supra). In
agreement with the first hypothesis, our studies showed that
for perylene (and also SQ2), fluorescence enhancements are
recorded at negative biases, the result of suppressed electron
injection into the semiconductor in favor of emission. The I0
thus increased with a lowering of Eapp, consistent with the
reduction of kox* at more negative biases. The I0 analysis,
however, is insensitive to changes in recombination rates

Figure 3. Comparison of the photocurrent measured upon excitation
of perylene and SQ2 bound to SnO2. Laser excitation was initiated at
time t = 0 s. The applied bias was kept at 0.43 V before and during
irradiation. (Inset) Expanded view of the first 2 s of the photocurrent
decay.
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between electrons and perylene•+; therefore, we may not
determine whether those processes are occurring, to what
extent they are occurring, and how their rate may be affected by
the applied potentials. Nonetheless, it is likely that the
recombination rates mirror the observed retardation of
photoreduction of the perylene with increasing applied bias
(vide infra).
Further inspection of the changes in I0 with Eapp show a

striking similarity in the data recorded for both the perylene
and SQ2 compounds (Figure 4A). Given the large difference in
the excited-state redox potentials of both dyes (Figure 1), the
observed trends indicate that it is highly unlikely that energetics
are playing a significant role in dictating the changes in rates of
charge transfer in our system. Rather, the occupancy of the
electronic states of SnO2 seems to be the dominant factor, in
agreement with the above results from photobleaching studies
of perylene. Fitting of the I0 versus Eapp experimental data
retrieved E0 values between 50 and 90 mV (see the SI for
details), similar to those obtained from the analysis of
photobleaching and also from the electrochemical character-
ization.
Figure 4A also reveals that for perylene-sensitized electrodes,

the I0 values increased in going from 0.63 to 0.83 V [no data
were available for SQ2 as thermal oxidation takes place at these
biases (E0ox = 0.81 V)].18 To account for this observation with
perylene, one must consider a decrease in kred* resulting from a
depletion of electrons occupying the electronic states of SnO2
at increasing positive bias. On the contrary, kox* would be
expected to increase as a result of the decreasing electron
density, which would result in the inverse trend, that is,
lowering of I0 with increasing applied bias (Figure 4B).
The above result suggests that photoinduced reduction of a

dye (electron transfer from the semiconductor to the
photoexcited sensitizer) may take place in operating DSSCs.
The efficiency of DSSCs has long been known to be hampered
by recombination, the return of an electron injected into SnO2
to an oxidized dye. Photoinduced reduction, however, has been
frequently overlooked when studying the charge-transfer
dynamics of DSSCs. Our results point to a contribution arising
from photoinduced reduction toward lower power conversion
efficiency of a DSSC. The electron density (EF) in SnO2 is
typically high under operating conditions (EF ≈ −0.3 V for VOC
≈ 0.5 V with the I−/I3

− redox mediator), potentially

exacerbating the nonproductive kred* process under solar cell
working conditions. We believe that sensitizer photoreduction
pathways warrant consideration in future solar cell designs.
In closing, we propose a molecular description to rationalize

the observations indicating that it is highly unlikely that
energetics are playing a significant role in dictating the changes
in rates of charge transfer in our system. We note that the bias
range explored herein covers only states of SnO2 found in lower
energies compared to the conduction band. States within the
band gap for TiO2 have been associated with surface defects
such as undercoordinated Ti atoms or grain boundries.24−26

Considering the potentially well-defined structure of these
states, it seems reasonable to consider that these states are
individually fixed in terms of energy.27 Therefore, the driving
force for electron transfer between the localized energy state of
the semiconductor and the molecular orbital of the dye
sensitizers will be, for the most part, independent of the EF of
the SnO2. Instead, the occupancy of the electronic state will
dictate whether electron transfer is fast/possible (empty
accepting state) or slow/inhibited (filled accepting state), in
line with single-molecule studies that have shown stochastic
fluctuations in electron-transfer rates.28−30 We envisage that
single-molecule spectroelectrochemical studies will provide
novel insights in determining the nature of semiconductor
energy states that participate in charge transfer.
In summary, both photobleaching and the initial fluorescence

intensity analyses indicated that the occupancy of the electronic
states of the SnO2 film dictates the dependence of charge-
transfer rates on the applied potential. Previous reports have
shown the influence of both DOS7,8,10 and energetics
effects23,31,32 (or lack of energetic effects33,34) on charge-
transfer pathways.35 Our analyses indicate that the DOS of the
SnO2 film dominated over energetic Marcus-type effects in our
system, underlining the complex nature of interfacial charge
transfers and our limited understanding of the matter.
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